RK-CONNECT-PRO Quick Start Guide

This guide helps you install and use your RK-CONNECT-PRO for the first time. For more detailed information, go to http://www.kramerav.com/manual/RK-CONNECT-PRO to download the latest manual or scan the QR code on the left.

Step 1: Check what’s in the box
RK-CONNECT-PRO 19” 2U Rack Adapter including:

- 1 Pan bracket (2630-000903)  
- 6 Grommets (2796-001013)
- 6 Cable ties (2559-810013)  
- 2 Blank covers(2660-400212)  
- 6 Machine screws + 4 spare

Step 2: Assembly and Installation Procedure

1. Place the VIA Connect PRO / Connect PLUS / GO (5) (up to three units) into the pan bracket (1) with the front of the unit facing outward. Make sure all air vents remain open and unblocked.
2. Attach each unit to the pan bracket with two screws from the bottom (8).
3. With the power cord socket facing toward the back, place the VIA power supply (3) on top of the bracket above the unit. Attach each power supply to the bracket using 2 cable ties.
4. Connect each power cord between each VIA Connect PRO / Connect PLUS / GO and its power supply.
5. Place a grommet (4) over each USB and S/PDIF cable and insert them in the openings over the unit. Connect the cables to the unit.
6. Cover each unused opening with a blank spacer (6) and screw it into place (7).
7. Screw the populated mount into a 19” rack through the corner holes.